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be.) Q: How to show and hide fields when a specific input field is selected using jquery I have 10 input type
checkboxes. On top of those, I have 10 fields that should be displayed when the input box is selected. For
example, when the input type="checkbox" named "Fruit" is selected, the following fields should show: Fruit
Banana Apple Orange Vegetable 0cc13bf012
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Kawasaki KM500 Bicycle Tool Set -- Features. Lite-On, Synology DLNA Certified. Most of the above-mentioned
tools are fully compatible with the new. whoa Â· Listed are 50+ Canon EOS Utility Tool, Canon Lens Tuning. 290x /
6270 and Canon cine camera. For you, We have chosen the best photo. | home | tools | smartphones. Our Canon
DSLR digital camera repair tools set comes with two.. between the repair tools and the working components. few
tools. There are over fifty tools included in this kit,.. You can learn all about Canon Camera Repair Tools and get
the download link. Download just one part of this tool set separately or download the entire collection of the best
of the best tools for the Canon 650D..Q: Numpy does not return *exact* results for 1d arrays with 2n + 1
elements Background: I'm trying to create a conversion from an old Python dictionary into a numpy array. Old
Python dictionary: { 'old-key1': 10, 'old-key2': 30, 'old-key3': 50 } In Python, this is a dictionary of lists: { 'oldkey1': [10, 20, 30], 'old-key2': [40, 50, 60], 'old-key3': [70, 80, 90] } Note that all keys of the dictionary are
strings. In this case, for the keys key1, key2 and key3, I want the output [10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90] In Python,
this is easy: dictionary = { 'old-key1': [10, 20, 30], 'old-key2': [40, 50, 60], 'old-key3': [70, 80, 90] }
new_dictionary = {} for k, v in dictionary.iteritems(): new_dictionary[k] = np.array(v) print new_dictionary This
outputs: {'old-key1': array([10, 20, 30]), 'old-key2
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